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force in the two substances at any point P of the boundary S, each being measured positively from 8.
The surface of each substance is bounded by a fictitious layer whose surface densities are respectively
Oi^-fci-Fi,        <72 = -k.2F2 ..................(4).
The minus sign is used because each F is measured inwards as explained above.
We then have by Green's theorem (Art. 142)
47r(<714-<72) = J7iH-^T2    ..................(5).
Eliminating <TJ, o-2 we deduce the condition
(1 + 4^) F, + (1 + 47T/O F2 = 0.
The coefficient 14- 4-7T& is called the magnetic permeability and is often represented by the letter /£. The equation then takes the form                             /^i + /^2 = 0........................(6).
It is often convenient to measure the normal forces F1} F2 in the same direction. Let either direction of the common normal to the separating surface be chosen as the positive direction, we deduce from (6) the following theorem. The normal forces just within the two substances at any point of the boundary (when there is no charge on the boundary) are inversely as the permeabilities of the substances.
When the body is not susceptible of magnetisation k — 0 and therefore JJL = 1. In a paramagnetic body k is positive and //, is greater than unity. In a diamagnetic body k is negative and /z is less than unity.
470. In some applications of this theory to electricity the separating surface S is also occupied by a thin layer of matter capable by its repulsion of inducing polarisation in the two media. This layer is to be regarded as part of the influencing body. Let p be its surface density.
We then have by Green's theorem (Art. 142)
4nr(p + <rI + <r,) = I'1 + F9     ...............(7),
as in Art. 469. Eliminating <rl9 <r2 by using the fundamental equations <Ti = — k1F1, a2 = ~k2F2 we arrive at the generalised equation                       yu^+ /^2 = 47rp .....................(8).
All the conditions are included in the two statements briefly expressed by a = -kF and the equation (8).

